That is the CODING STRAND indicated above 
VDJ Recombination to Demonstrate Central Dogma (Student Handout)
To generate enough peptide diversity in antibodies diversity for the human body to fight of foreign invaders, our B cells must recombine the chromosome region to generate a myriad of combinations of nucleotides that in turn are transcribes and translated to generate polypeptide variety for individual antibody formation. Figure 1 is a schematic of how this recombination occurs in the kappa light chain. After DNA is recombined, a leader and variable region of the chromosome is brought close to a joining region. One leader, joining and constant region each will be spliced into a mature mRNA for translation in each mature B cell.
Gene structure of B Cell Receptor (BCR) light chain genes before recombination. P=promoter, L=leader, V= variable region, J=joining region, C = constant region, E= enhancer 1. Students will model how recombination leads to enhanced genetic variability in the formation of the B cell kappa light chain; 2. Students will demonstrate how an mRNA molecule relates to a DNA molecule; 3. Students will apply the central dogma of molecular biology to kappa light chain recombination and subsequent gene product by translating the mRNA generated; 4. Students will describe and predict how changes in DNA lead to changes in gene products.
For this activity we are using a model of the recombination of the kappa light chain to explore the central dogma of molecular biology.
Instructions for assembling and folding the model:
1. Tape A to B, B to C, and C to D to make one long continuous paper model, similar to Figure 2A . 2. Notice that there are several sections to the model:
P is a PROMOTER. L is a LEADER region. V is a variable region. In the model there are 5 to choose from. E is an ENHANCER. J is a JOINING region. In the model there are 5 to choose from. C is the CONSTANT region. 3. You should choose one of the L/V and one J region and fold the paper to bring the L/V close to a J region (2B are examples). 4. Then mark the splice junctions (2C) to demonstrate where the pre-mRNA will spliced to mRNA.
Instructions for generating the polypeptide: 1. Generate the mRNA, labelling the 5' and 3' and adding the cap and tail (2D). 2. Translate the mRNA, labelling the amino and carboxy termini (2E).
Instructions for the essay:
Finally, you are to compare and contrast the four kappa light chains you have produced. What are the similarities and differences? Focus on the DNA, mRNA, and polypeptides produced. This section should have at least one sentence per comparison, for a total of 6. Also write it like an essay, so you'll need an introductory sentence or two and a concluding sentence as well. The concluding sentences need to be a meta-analysis of WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED by doing this activity.
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A.
B.
In this example L1/V1, J3, and C will be used.
C. 
D. 5'CAP-AUG-CCC-GUC-ACU-AAC-GGU-AUC-UAU-CGA-CUG-GGC-AAA-CUU-CAC-CUG-AAU-
GAA-UAA-POLY A TAIL 3' E. NH 2 -M P V T N G I Y R L G K L H L N E-COOH
Suggestions:
1. Each light chain should be recombined appropriately and should be joined together using tape or glue. Recombination can occur sloppily, in which the regions are "cut off" or not all the nucleotides are used. At least one of your recombinations should have occurred this way.
2. Each light chain should have one leader region, one variable region, and one joining & constant region available for the transcription and translation. Study Figure 1 and 2 carefully. Note that the leader/variable region that is CLOSEST to the ENHANCER region is the one that is transcribed. The promoter must be brought close to the enhancer in order to be productive.
Rubric:
Full credit-all directions are followed. 4 recombination products are turned in. Each product has an associated mRNA and polypeptide sequence labeled correctly. The essay is complete and has introduction and concluding sentence(s).
Student Work Product Full Credit
Partial Credit Recombination Products 8 points = 4 recombination products (2 points each)
Less than 4 recombination products mRNA 8 points = 4 correct transcription products (2 points each)
Less than 4 or incorrect mRNA sequences, 5'/3' not labelled Polypeptide 8 points = 4 accurate polypeptide sequences with amino and carboxy correctly labelled (2 points each)
Less than 4, incorrect, or termini not labelled 
